FEEDBACKS FROM AHMEDABAD DOCTORS MEETING, APRIL 2011

‘I must tell you that it has been a very exiting journey since we have started
working together. I leant a lot from our meetings and if I am not
exaggerating then although sensation method has discovered by Dr. Rajan
but I understood it in right depth and able to use in my practice only after I
met you. These discussions have helped me to perceive whole method clearly.
I confess that if I would have not met you then still I may be groping in
unawareness for this new method of case taking. Initially 2 meetings have
helped me to build up the basic-ground and last meeting has made quantum
shift in my case taking. My case-taking has improved a lot and still I am
looking for more improvement form our discussions.’
By Dr. Sameer Thakkar

‘I must say that our group discussion help me a lot, our last meeting was very
exciting for me. I am learning sensation in real depth. In my first meeting, I
understood that the sensation is not a word but it is happening something
beyond whole system and has a definite pattern behind non-human words,
gestures or whatever non- explainable in human context. The whole
phenomenon is happening in front of you very lively.
I also understood case taking… the initial part of case taking one needs to be
passively active in order to understand the pattern through repeated words,
gestures, P. Q. R.S., etc. After understanding the phenomenon or pattern we
become active to further the process of case taking and target on, where we
are not allowing patient to go into any emotions or stories. We are focused
on very inner core where the whole phenomenon is explainable. Then we are
sure about simillimum.
Before I met you my case taking was focused around just to get a history, to
get delusion and select the medicine. I was never satisfied with my
prescription. But my first meeting with you dissolved my many fixed ideas
regarding case taking. These discussions have improved my case taking a lot,
but still I want to improve it. Before our last meeting I was using words to

get sensation but this time, I really understood the importance of passive
case taking and pattern.’
By Dr. Divyang Mehta
‘Every bits and pieces taught by Dinesh has been great. NO DOUBT THE
DISCUSSION HAS ALWAYS BEEN QIUTE SUPERB. I REALLY REALLY
DONOT HAVE WORDS TO PUT FORTH BECAUSE FOR ME IT IS SIMPLY
EXPERENTIAL. Every time I come here after the session, I have really
improved a lot.
My learning form our last meeting (Difficulties in Children’s Case Taking –
Meeting III)…







In child’s case taking, we need to explore the Child’s own energy.
How and what to take into consideration while taking the Mother’s
history during pregnancy… In fact, I learnt the meaning of the word
"DURING" - in history to be taken of the mothers state during
pregnancy.
The case of uranium nitricum taught me to be patient to the best
extent and have the complete faith that the child will definitely
reveal further.
In the case taking process, when to ask a child to draw.

The most important for lesson for me is, while taking a case one has to keep
PATIENCE. Secondly when to use the right tools…right questioning, at a
right time to explore the deeper disturbances.
By Dr. Nishit Shah
It was indeed a good experience being with you people in Bombay. My first
ever experience, where I felt the taste of Homoeopathy. I had attended
seminars after seminars, of Dr. Prafful Vijaykar, Dr. Rajan Sankran, Dr.
Jeremy Sherr, and Dr. Divya madam… just to know what they knew about
Homoeopathy and sketch a picture of Homoeopathy as what they knew!!!!!!!
This was the first gathering where I was told to draw what I knew about
Homoeopathy…isn’t it great for me?! YES, I HAVE DONE IT AND I FEEL
THE CHANGE IN ME THE WAY I UNDERSTOOD HOMOEOPATY. NO

WORD OF THANKS BUT A HEARTFUL OF LOVE... Today I came to know
what I am. I feel for the first time in life I have opened my doors to learn
by putting aside all what I knew. I feel relaxed. I have learned a lot and am
putting it into my practice. Trying to put the maximum efforts to give
something better in the next gathering.
By Dr. Anish Mody

